GARDEN SCREEN ASSEMBLY & CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

For hard ground/wall top fixation – using square or rectangular fixing feet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Fit the first foot fixing plate to the hard ground by preferred method through the centre hole, this allows for the post to
be twisted to desired angle. Tighten to ensure a good secure fitting.
Fit the first single sided/end fixing post to the square or rectangular foot using the supplied bolts, washers and captive
nuts.
Align the fixing holes on a panel to those in the fixing post previously fixed to the ground.
Using the supplied bolts (M8 x 15mm), place one of the washers over the bolt and fit the panel to the fixing posts via
the captive nuts.
Do not fully tighten the panel bolts at this time.
Fix second foot into post, then fit post to panel. Once again do not tighten panel fully. Fix foot plate to floor using
preferred method through the four corner holes. For multi panel screens a double sided or corner post should be used
at this time. Always complete the multi panelled screen using a single sided post.
Fix first post/foot plate to ground through four cornet holes using preferred method.
Once foot plates are tightly fitted to ground, tighten all panels fixing bolts.
Repeat process with all remaining feet, posts and panels
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For soft ground fixation – using spiked fixing feet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Fit the first single sided/end fixing post to the spiked foot using the supplied bolts, washers and captive nuts.
Push combined foot/post into ground where required.
Align the fixing holes on a panel to those in the fixing post previously placed into the ground.
Using the supplied bolts (M8 x 15mm), place one of the washers over the bolt and fit the panel to the fixing posts via
the captive nuts.
Do not fully tighten the panel bolts at this time.
Repeat point 1 and 2. For multi panel screens a double sided or corner panel should be used at this time. Always
complete the multi panelled screen using a single sided post.
Repeat point 3.
Continue to fit as above until the complete screen is assembled – tighten all bolts at this time.

Cleaning:
Fandangles screen panels and fixing posts/feet should be wiped with a damp clean cloth, do NOT use any abrasive material,
cleaners or cloths.
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